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Illusion of visual stability through active perceptual
serial dependence
Mauro Manassi1,2* and David Whitney1,3,4
Despite a noisy and ever-changing visual world, our perceptual experience seems remarkably stable over time.
How does our visual system achieve this apparent stability? Here, we introduce a previously unknown visual illusion that shows direct evidence for an online mechanism continuously smoothing our percepts over time. As a
result, a continuously seen physically changing object can be misperceived as unchanging. We find that online
object appearance is captured by past visual experience up to 15 seconds ago. We propose that, because of an
underlying active mechanism of serial dependence, the representation of the object is continuously merged over
time, and the consequence is an illusory stability in which object appearance is biased toward the past. Our results
provide a direct demonstration of the link between serial dependence in visual representations and perceived
visual stability in everyday life.
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If serial dependence serves to stabilize perception, then it should
generate an online illusion of stability in which a single physically
changing object can be misperceived as unchanging. For example,
an object that smoothly changes identity could appear “frozen” and
unchanging; change blindness in this case would arise from continuously biasing our representations toward the past. The key difference between the predictions from an active serial dependence and
that of the passive change blindness–based explanations (3–5) is
that serial dependence predicts that the online perceptual appearance of attended things can be altered and incorrect. Change blindness
explanations make no predictions about an ongoing misrecognition
of attended objects at each moment in time. Here, we show that the
online appearance of a single physically changing object can be made
to seem stable through an active mechanism of perceptual serial
dependence.
RESULTS

In experiment 1, two separate groups of 44 and 45 participants rated
on Mechanical Turk the age of a young or old static face embedded
in a blue frame (13 and 25.5 years, respectively; Fig. 1A, white square
and circle). A third group of 47 independent participants were presented with a movie of a face that morphed gradually, aging from
young to old. These observers then rated the age of the old face embedded in a blue frame (20.2 years; Fig. 1A, blue circle). For simpli
city, we will refer to the rating of the static face alone as the “reference
face” (white data points) and to ratings of the static face preceded by
the movie as the “test face” (blue circle). Participants were made
aware of the age rating task only after the task-irrelevant movie,
when the static face and blue frame appeared; they were not warned,
cued, or asked to make any explicit decision about the movie while
watching it. In addition, each participant completed one, and only
one, single trial across all our experiments. Thus, every experiment
consisted of one-shot independent trials, from independent subjects who had no prior knowledge or experience with the stimulus or task.
We compared the age ratings between physically identical static
faces, either alone (reference face) or with a preceding video (test
face). The last frame of the video was identical to the test/reference
face. Although the two faces (test and reference) were identical, the
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Why do objects in the world appear to be so stable despite constant
changes in their retinal images? Retinal images continuously fluctuate because of many sources of internal and external noise ranging
from retinal image motion, occlusions and discontinuities, lighting
changes, and perspective changes, among many other sources of noise.
However, the objects do not appear to jitter, fluctuate, or change identity from moment to moment. This problem—why the world seems
unchanging over time—is decades, if not centuries, old (1, 2).
The most common modern explanations for the appearance of
object stability revolve around some form of change blindness (3–5)
or inattentional blindness (6, 7), in which the capacity limits of visual
short-term memory (8, 9) prevent us from being aware of things that
change. This class of explanation revolves around the limits of perceptual, decisional, or memory processing: Any fluctuations in the
retinal images of objects do not cause the objects to appear to change
identity because we simply do not notice those changes. None of these
explanations of perceptual stability make any predictions about the
online appearance of objects at any particular moment in time. According to these accounts, one may not recall whether an object at
this moment has changed identity, but the object at this moment is
not misperceived as being some other thing.
While the limits of perceptual and cognitive processing certainly
define the envelope of our awareness, there is an alternative but
complementary explanation for why objects in the world appear
stable. The hypothesis is that the visual system uses an active stabilization mechanism, a pull toward the past, which manifests as serial dependence in perceptual judgments. Serial dependence causes
objects at any moment to be misperceived as being more similar to
those in the recent past. This serial dependence has been reported in
the appearance of things (10–13), perceptual decisions about things
(14–16), and the memory for things (17–19). In all of these examples, serial dependence is found for random or unpredictable sequential images.
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Fig. 1. Experiments 1 to 3. (A) Experiment 1. Two groups of observers were asked to rate the age of a young or old static face embedded in a blue frame (white square
and circle; reference faces). A third group was presented with a face morphing movie gradually aging from young to old and was then asked to rate the age of the old face
embedded in a blue frame (blue circle, test face). Although the test face and reference faces are identical, the old test face was rated as much younger than what it actually was (green bracket). White text is shown for illustration. (B) A fourth group was presented with a face morphing movie gradually rejuvenating from old to young and
was then asked to rate the age of the young face embedded in a blue frame (blue square; test face). The young test face was rated as much older than what it actually was
(green bracket). ***P < 0.0001. (C) Experiment 2. Attraction percentage was computed as age difference between reference faces (e.g., reference face: old) and test faces
(e.g., movie: young to old; test face: old) divided by the total age range (e.g., old reference face − young reference face). Increasing (A) and decreasing (B) age directions
were equally balanced. White and black circles indicate zero (0%) and full (100%) attraction toward the beginning of the movie. When both movie and test face were
presented without noise, test face age ratings were attracted toward 28% of the movie. When both movie and test face were presented with high constant dynamic noise,
attraction was around 42% (A and B). When the movie was presented with high dynamic incremental noise and the test face with high noise, attraction was around 48%.
(D) Experiment 3. When the age in the face morphing movie increased in gradual steps of 6, 4, and 2, attraction gradually decreased. Incremental noise and high noise
were added to the movie and static face (reference or test faces), respectively. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Photo credit: Anthony Cerniello.
Computer-generated face images were slightly modified for visualization purposes.

old test face, seen after the video, was rated as 5 years younger than the
old reference face, seen without the video (20.2 versus 25.5 years;
P < 0.001; Fig. 1A, green bracket). We propose that, because of serial
dependence, the identity of the face is continuously merged over
time through the movie, and hence, observers perceive a slower age
change (movie S1). As a result, the static test face is misperceived as
biased toward the content of the movie seen 12 to 15 seconds ago.
This is an online illusion of stability, and it shows that a single physically changing object can be misperceived as unchanging. This
serial dependence effect occurs on a perceptual level, as observers were
asked to judge the age of a static test face without any prior instructions, no prior decision about the movie, and no memory load.
To test whether the stability illusion is due to a simple unidirectional
bias in age ratings, a fourth group of 45 new participants watched a
Manassi and Whitney, Sci. Adv. 8, eabk2480 (2022)
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movie of a rejuvenating face that gradually morphed from old to
young. Following the movie, observers rated the age of a young static
test face embedded in a blue frame (Fig. 1B, blue square). The young
face was rated as 5 years older than its actual age (18.4 versus 13 years;
P < 0.001; Fig. 1B, green bracket). This confirms that the stability illusion can cause faces to appear younger or older depending on the
previously seen faces.
Serial dependence in perception is modulated by uncertainty,
such that increased noise increases serial dependence (11, 20). To
test whether noise plays a role in the illusion of stability here, we
presented the stimuli with and without noise to separate groups of
observers. As a measure of the stability illusion strength, we calculated the bias in age ratings toward the beginning of the movie as an
attraction index. We computed the absolute difference between test
2 of 8
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and reference faces (e.g., old reference age − old test face) and divided
that by the total age range (e.g., old reference face − young reference face; white circles in Fig. 1, A and B). Age directions were equally balanced (Fig. 1, A and B). When the movie and test face were
presented alone (movie S2) or with superimposed dynamic noise,
the static test face ratings were attracted by 28 and 42% of the movie, respectively [Fig. 1C; Fig. 1 (A and B) refers to the high noise
condition; see Materials and Methods]. When the movie was presented with increasing dynamic noise and test face with high noise,
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the attraction was around 48% (experiment 2; Fig. 1C and movie
S3). The results are consistent with the finding that serial dependence in perception increases with noise and uncertainty (11, 20).
As the latter noise condition yielded the strongest illusory effect, it
was used across subsequent experiments (Figs. 2 to 4). Video discriminability or noise cannot be considered as valid explanations
for our illusion; our illusion was 1.5 times the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) of the video (minimum video duration for which observers could correctly discriminate the age; see experiment 12).
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Fig. 2. Experiments 4 to 6. (A) Experiment 4. Experimental design was identical to Fig. 1 (A and B), except for an I.S.I. of 0, 1, 5, 10, or 15 s between the movie and static
face. Incremental noise and high noise were added to the movie and static face (reference or test faces), respectively. Attraction percentage was computed with equally
balanced increasing and decreasing age directions in the face morphing movie (Fig. 1, A and B). Static face age rating was attracted toward the movie at all tested I.S.I.
(B to D) Experiment 5. (B and C) Thirteen groups of observers were presented with a movie with a face gradually aging from young to old (black line) and, after an I.S.I. of
1 s (gray line), were asked to rate the age of the static face (test faces; blue lines). The test face was randomly chosen by random sampling the video. As a control, the
other 13 observers’ groups were asked to rate the age of a static face with the same ages (reference faces; dashed lines). (D) Standardization of previous graph in terms of
the distance of test face rating from the reference baseline (white dots, dashed line). For each test face age, age error in test faces was computed as the difference between
reference and test face (red squares). Negative and positive values indicate that the static face was rated as younger and older than what it actually was, respectively. As
in Fig. 1A, when the test face was old, it was rated as much younger than what it actually was (white circles in the center). When the test face was even older (white circles
on the right side), attraction gradually decreased. When the static face was younger (white circles on the left side), attraction gradually decreased and flipped to the opposite
direction, i.e., a young test face was rated as older than what is actually was. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. ***P < 0.0001. Photo credit: Anthony Cerniello.
Computer-generated face images were slightly modified for visualization purposes.
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It might be argued that our results are due to a central tendency
bias, i.e., the tendency to rate test faces as being close to middle age,
independent of movie content. To test this hypothesis, experiment
3 replicated the same conditions as in Fig. 1 (A and B), but instead
of a linear increase or decrease in the age of the face, the age of the
face was morphed in different staircase functions (Fig. 1D). This left
intact the starting and ending points of the movies (young and old).
Attraction gradually decreased with decreasing the number of age
steps in the movie, thus showing that our illusion is not only due to
a simple response or central tendency bias but also it strongly depends on the whole content of the face morphing movie (Fig. 1D).
As a further proof that integration occurs across the entire movie
range, we computed the attraction with the last 6, 18, and 30 seconds
of the video preceding the test face. Attraction linearly increased with
increasing video duration, thus showing that the attraction effect
involves all parts of the preceding video (experiment 11; fig. S3A).
If our illusion is due to an active mechanism of perceptual serial
dependence, then it should occur on a broad temporal range in accordance with previous literature (10, 12). Accordingly, in experiment 4, we measured the temporal strength of our illusion with an
interstimulus interval (I.S.I.) of 0, 1, 5, 10, and 15 seconds between
the movie and test face (movie S4). Test face age ratings were attracted
toward the movie at all intervals, thus showing that our illusion extends across a large period of time (P < 0.001 in all conditions; Fig. 2A).
These results further show that, without intervening trials, serial dependence magnitude extends over a larger period of time than previously shown (10).
Manassi and Whitney, Sci. Adv. 8, eabk2480 (2022)
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If consistent with previous serial dependence literature on face
stimuli, our illusion should be determined by face feature similarity
[face identity: (21, 22); face expression: (23, 24)], and hence, it should
occur only when the face morphing movie and test face are similar.
Crucially, and unlike previous passive change blindness–based explanations (3–5), any modulation of the illusion by feature similarity would be consistent with serial dependence and would allow us
to make predictions about the apparent age of the test face.
In experiment 5, we presented a movie of a face that morphed
from young to old (as in Fig. 1A), and after an interval of 1 second, we
varied the age of the static test face by making it younger or older
than the original test old face (Fig. 2, B and C, and movie S5). On the
basis of the known tuning of serial dependence for face similarity
(23), we formulated three predictions. First, our illusion should occur only with faces similar in age (and thus identity) to the test face
and not between dissimilar faces. We found that the old test face
was rated as younger (attraction effect) only for a few similar identities that were most similar to the old face; the attraction disappeared for more dissimilar identities (P < 0.01; Fig. 2D, red squares
with asterisks). Second, as the “old” test face was perceived as being
~20 years old after watching the movie (Fig. 1A), we predict that,
when a reference face that is 20 years old is used as a test face after
the movie, the degree of attraction for that face should be zero. We
found no attraction for a test face of 20 years of age, meaning that the
20-year-old face is the age actually perceived at the end of the movie
(Fig. 2D, purple dot). Third, test faces younger than ~20 years old
should be perceived as older, because the movie content contains
4 of 8
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Fig. 3. Experiment 6. (A) Two groups of observers were asked to rate the gender of a male or female static reference face embedded in a blue frame (white square and
circle; reference faces). A third group was presented with a face morphing movie gradually changing gender from male to female and was then asked to rate the gender
of the test female face embedded in a blue frame (blue circle; test face). The female face was rated as much more masculine than what it actually was (green bracket). (B) A
fourth group was presented with a face morphing movie gradually changing gender from female to male and was then asked to rate the gender of the male face embedded
in a blue frame (blue square; test face). The male face was rated as much more feminine than what it actually was (green bracket). Different static faces ratings between
(A) and (B) are due to incremental noise [(A) low-high; (B) high-low]. (C) Test face gender ratings were attracted 52% of the way toward the starting point of the movie.
Photo credit: Mauro Manassi.
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older identities across the duration of the morph movie and, hence,
should bias test face perception toward older ages. When the test
face was younger, it was rated as older than it actually was (Fig. 2D,
white circles on the left side). Our results and predictions were very
well captured by a two-parameter derivative of Gaussian model, in
accordance with previous results (10, 18, 19, 25), and ideal observer
models proposed in the serial dependence literature (20).
Our illusion is not restricted to the specific identity we tested.
We replicated the effect with a different set of identities (see fig. S1).
As a further confirmation of the featural tuning of our illusion, we
found that attraction toward the past was higher when the movie
and static test face had the same identity compared to when they
had different ones (see fig. S1D).
It might be argued that the illusion of stability here is restricted to
judgments of age. Conversely, if serial dependence induces apparent
stability more generally, then the effect should hold true across different stimuli and tasks. To address this, in experiment 6, we tested
whether our stability effect generalizes to a new set of stimuli and a gender
rating task (Fig. 3 and movie S6). Four separate groups of ~50 participants (see Materials and Method for more details) rated on Mechanical Turk the gender (male/female) of static reference faces with low
and high dynamic noise, embedded in a blue frame. Ratings were on
Manassi and Whitney, Sci. Adv. 8, eabk2480 (2022)
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DISCUSSION

Our results reveal a novel perceptual illusion: A continuous physically changing object is misperceived as unchanging because of a
perceptual pull toward our past visual experience (Fig. 1). Our stability illusion cannot be explained by passive change blindness (3–5);
the underlying mechanism of serial dependence actively modifies the
perceptual appearance of objects, making them appear as they were
several seconds ago (Figs. 2 to 4).
Visual perception was previously proposed to be determined by
continuity fields: spatiotemporal integration mechanisms that continuously bias object perception toward our past visual experience
(10, 12, 28). The mechanism(s) of continuity fields serve two main
purposes. First, they reduce the number of potential neural computations across time for each perceived object, by recycling previously
perceived features and objects. In this sense, misperception is an efficient strategy because the visual system exploits to its advantage natural temporal redundancies (11, 20). Equally important, continuity
5 of 8
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Fig. 4. Experiment 7. Three groups of observers were asked to rate the age of a
young, middle, or old face embedded in a blue frame (white circle, red diamond,
and white square; reference faces). A fourth group was presented a movie with a
face gradually aging from young to middle age and were then asked to rate the
age of the test middle face embedded in a blue frame (light blue diamond; test
face). The middle test face was rated as younger than it actually was. A fifth group
was presented a movie with a face gradually rejuvenating from old to middle age
and were then asked to rate the age of the test middle face embedded in a blue
frame (dark blue diamond; test face). The middle test face was rated as older than
it actually was. ***P < 0.0001. Photo credit: Anthony Cerniello. Computer-generated
face images were slightly modified for visualization purposes.

a scale from 0 to 100% (percent female). Male faces were rated as 46 to
35% (low and high noise, respectively), and female faces were rated
as 74 to 71% (low and high noise, respectively; Fig. 3, A and B, white
squares and circles; reference faces). A fifth group of 53 participants
viewed a face morphing movie that gradually changed gender from
male to female. After this, they were asked to rate the gender of the
female test face embedded in a blue frame (Fig. 3A, blue circle; test
face). A sixth group of 50 participants watched a face morphing movie
that gradually changed gender from female to male and then rated
the gender of the male test face embedded in a blue frame (Fig. 3B,
blue square; test face). The static test face was pulled toward the previously viewed movie and rated as more masculine (55.4% versus
71%; P = 0.002; Fig. 4A, green brackets) or feminine (56% versus 46%;
P = 0.07; Fig. 4B; green brackets) than it actually was. Collapsed across
both conditions, static test face ratings were biased more than halfway
toward the starting point of the movie (P < 0.001; Fig. 3C). Hence, our
effect is not limited to age judgments or particular stimuli.
A prediction of the serial dependence–induced illusion of stability is that a face should not only appear stable and biased toward the
past but also the same face should look different depending on one’s
previous perceptual experience. To test this hypothesis, in a baseline
condition of experiment 7, three separate groups of observers rated
the age of a young, middle, or old reference face, respectively (young:
14.6 years; middle: 20.5 years; old: 25.5; Fig. 4, white and red shapes).
In the first condition, we presented a movie of a face morphing from
young to middle age, followed by a middle-aged test face and age
rating task (Fig. 4, light blue diamond). In the second condition, we
presented a movie of a face morphing from old to middle age, followed by a middle-aged test face and age rating task (Fig. 4, dark
blue diamond). Note that the middle-aged test face in both conditions was identical. Whereas the reference middle-aged static face
was rated as 20.5 years old (red diamond), it was rated as younger
(19.1 years; light blue diamond) or older (22.1 years; dark blue diamond) depending on the content of the previous movie (blue diamonds; P < 0.001; movie S7). We replicated the same result using
the gender morph stimuli from Fig. 3 (fig. S2). This experiment rules
out any explanations based on a central tendency bias in responses
or perception (26, 27), because the middle face was pulled away from
the center and toward either end of the morph continuum, depending entirely on the direction of the previously viewed movie.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Online recruitment and selection
All experimental procedures were approved by and conducted in
accordance with the guidelines and regulations of the University of
Manassi and Whitney, Sci. Adv. 8, eabk2480 (2022)
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California (UC) Berkeley Institutional Review Board (IRB). Participants
were recruited online on Mechanical Turk and provided informed
consent in accordance with the IRB guidelines of UC Berkeley.
To avoid any cue to the task, the title of the Mechanical Turk survey was “Very very very short survey.” Each observer was paid 20 cents for
participating in the study. The experiment lasted ~1 min (35-s reference face, 65-s movie and test face), and I.S.I. (0 to 25 s) and response
time. The maximum time allotted for completing the experiment was
10 min. Turk workers’ qualifications were defined as (i) only within the
United States, (ii) with more than 50 hits already approved, and (iii) not
having already completed the survey. To make sure each participant
completed only one survey, we (i) selected “having already completed
the experiment” as a qualification, (ii) used TurkGate (44) to exclude
participants and avoid survey previews, and (iii) removed participants
with the same IP (Internet Protocol) address across all the experiment
datasets, considering only the first participation as valid. From Mechanical Turk, participants were redirected to a Qualtrics study through
a weblink. Experiments 11 and 12 were run through PsychoPy with
the same design (45), and experiment 12 was run locally.
Stimuli
Face stimuli for videos in experiments 1 to 5, 7, and 9 were extracted and
modified from a clip by A. Cerniello (https://vimeo.com/74033442).
Face stimuli for videos in experiments 6 and 10 (gender stimuli)
and experiments 8 and 9 (aging stimuli) were made in Daz 3D. Face
morphing movies were created by morphing between pairs of faces
(male/female and young/old). Each face was cropped within an oval
Gaussian mask and shown in the center of the screen with a gray
background. Test and reference faces lasted 5 s, and the face morphing movie lasted 30 s.
In the noise conditions (Fig. 1C), a dynamic pink rectangular noise
mask was superimposed on the face with different transparency levels. In the identity in Figs. 1, 2, and 4, transparency in the low and
high noise condition was 25 and 55%, respectively. Transparency
gradually increased from 25 to 55% in the incremental noise condition. Middle face transparency was 40% in Fig. 4. In the identity in
fig. S1, transparency in the low and high noise condition was 15 and
40%, respectively. Transparency gradually increased from 15 to 40%
in the incremental noise condition. In the identity in Fig. 3 and fig. S2,
transparency in the low and high noise condition was 25 and 40%,
respectively. Transparency gradually increased from 25 to 40% in the
incremental noise condition. Middle face transparency was 32.5%
in fig. S2.
Survey
In Qualtrics, participants were presented with a video frame (width,
560; height, 315 pixels) and preliminary instructions on how to initiate the one-trial video: “Please click on this video once to start it
and double click to activate Full Screen mode. Follow the instructions of the video and insert the response in the interface below at
the end:”. When participants clicked on the video, survey instructions were shown for 30 seconds: “In this survey you will see a face
for a random period that goes from 5 to 35 seconds. Please stare at
the face as much as you can during the entire period. A blue frame
will randomly appear during the survey, and you will be asked a
question about what you see inside the frame. After giving the
answer with the interface below, please click on the blue arrow button.
Important: you are allowed to do this survey only once, without going
back to the beginning or stopping it.”
6 of 8
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fields promote a continuous and stable representation of the world.
Continuity fields could help explain the perception of stability in
many visual illusions (29–32), including the sequential dependencies
in perception, decision, and memory (10, 17). However, all serial dependence literature has so far focused on random or unpredictable
sequential images, mostly using unnatural successions of static images
with a trial-by-trial analysis. Hence, the actual link between serial dependence and visual stability has yet to be demonstrated. In this regard,
our illusion represents the first direct demonstration that inducing
online serial dependence can cause apparent perceptual stability in an
otherwise continuously changing object.
Our results cannot be explained by a unidirectional bias in age
ratings (Fig. 1, A versus B, and Fig. 3, A versus B) or a strictly age-related
illusion (Figs. 3 and 4; same illusion with gender judgments). Furthermore, explanations based on central tendency (27), cognitive anchoring (33), or summary statistics representation computed in a
given temporal window (34–37) are not consistent with our results
(Figs. 1D and 2D and fig. S1D) (34, 38); the illusion does not simply
depend on the starting point of the video, as the gradual change of
the entire video is necessary (experiments 3 and 11), as well as similarity between video and test face (experiments 5 and 9). In addition, note that explanations based on negative aftereffects resulting
from face adaptation (39, 40) would predict opposite results to the
ones we reported: Subsequent faces would be repelled away instead
of attracted. Last, our illusion cannot be explained by poor sensitivity to change in the video, as the JND for video discrimination is
lower than the illusion itself (experiment 12); thus, the impression
of an unchanging face, and the bias toward previously seen faces,
cannot be driven by poor discriminability alone.
There is currently an intense debate on the underlying mechanisms
of serial dependence and the neural origin of continuity fields: Among
others, serial dependence was proposed to occur at the level of perception (10, 11, 20, 41, 42), decision (14, 15, 25), and memory (17, 43).
To address this issue, we tested our illusion with a single-trial design,
in which participants only experience one trial and, therefore, (i)
make no prior decision about the movie, (ii) have no prior instructions about the aging/gender rating task until they are presented
with the test face, and, thus, (iii) have no memory load across the
experiment. Consequently, we propose that our illusion occurs on a
truly perceptual level, as the reader can directly experience in movie
S8 and at www.mauromanassi.com/stability-illusion. It is important
to mention that serial dependence on a perceptual level does not
contradict or deny the existence of serial dependence on other levels, such as decision or memory (14, 16, 17, 19).
This illusion demonstrates an active mechanism of perception
stabilization in real time. The perceptual outcome of this active
mechanism is blindness to temporal changes in the environment by
actively smoothing the appearance of objects over a relatively long
time scale. Crucially, whereas standard change blindness accounts
assume a passive loss of information because of capacity constraints,
we show evidence for a complementary active mechanism that
achieves the same ends (change blindness) with a purposeful computational goal of stabilizing the appearance of the world.
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After the survey instructions, a reference face alone or a test face
preceded by the face morphing movie appeared for 5 s. At the same
time, task instructions appeared. Aging task instructions were as
follows: “What is the age of **this** face? Please type the age number
in the interface below.” Participants were asked to type the age number in an interface below. Gender task instructions were as follows:
“What is the gender of **this** face? Adjust the dot in the reference
below to rate the gender of the scale (MALE=0 FEMALE=100).”
Participants were asked to adjust a rating bar from 0 to 100% (bar
starting point was 50%). After 5 s, the test/reference face and task disappeared, and participants were asked to “give the answer using the
interface below and click on the blue arrow to continue,” thus ending
the survey. Task instructions were shown for only 5 s when the reference or test face appeared, and participants were unable to move the
video backward or forward (video controls were disabled). In experiments 6 and 10, as a confirmation that the gender task was fully
understood, participants were additionally asked at the end of the
survey to indicate the previous question among 10 possible alternatives:
age, attractiveness, shape, size, image ratio, image duration, gender,
image visibility, race, and empathy. Only participants responding
“Gender” were considered for the study. For each condition (reference
or test face), 70 participants were recruited.
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Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
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View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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